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Abstract 

Complex systems (CS) are large sets of elements that interact locally and produce non-trivial 

collective behaviors. Natural CS, in particular biological, can be a powerful source of 

inspiration for future technologies. Understanding them by modeling and simulation can help 

create a new generation of autonomous and adaptive artificial systems, with potential “self-x” 

properties mostly absent from traditional engineering. Closing the loop, these new computing 

principles can be applied to biomedical challenges, from image processing to “bioware” 

implementations such as synthetic biology. I will present an overview of my work and 

collaborations linking (a) computational modeling in biology (i.e. understanding natural CS) 

to (b) bio-inspired computing in “artificial life” (i.e. creating technological CS) and back to 

(c) bio-engineering in synthetic biology (i.e. programming hybrid systems). 

(a) First, I will talk about MecaGen [1], an agent-based model and simulation platform 

of animal embryogenesis centered on the physicochemical coupling of cell mechanics with 

gene expression and molecular signaling. Embryonic development is viewed as a self-

organized phenomenon emerging from a myriad of cells, whose mechanical properties 

(division, adhesion, motility) and temporal state of genetic and molecular dynamics (protein 

and ligand concentrations) affect each other concurrently. The model is illustrated on case 

studies in the zebrafish and sea urchin early development. Exploration of parameter space is 

supported by experimental data from microscopy imaging of live embryos, which allows us to 

measure the “fitness” of the virtual embryo and validate hypotheses. 

(b) Next, I will introduce Morphogenetic Engineering [2], a field taking its inspiration 

from biological development to create robotic, software or network architectures by 

decentralized self-assembly of elementary agents. It combines three key principles of 

multicellular embryogenesis: chemical gradient diffusion (providing positional information to 

the agents), gene regulatory networks (triggering their differentiation into types, thus 

patterning), and cell division or aggregation (creating structural constraints, thus reshaping). 

In particular, MapDevo3D [3] is a model of “evo-devo” robots in a 3D virtual physics world. 

Bodies are composed of several hundreds of cells, motion results from local contractions 

without nervous system, and creatures are selected according to their ability to perform tasks. 

(c) Finally, I will address synthetic biology, a rising discipline promoting the 

standardized manufacturing of biological components without natural equivalents. While most 

works are currently focused on the individual bacterium as a chemical reactor, the SynBioTIC 

project [4] addresses a more complex challenge: “shape engineering”, which concerns the 

redesign of natural morphogenesis toward a new kind of “developmental 3D printing”. Using 

realistic agent-based simulations of bacterial mats, we experiment with mechanisms able to 

generate collective behaviors typical of a cell assembly, such as homeostasis, self-repair, and 

the development of complex structures. Potential future applications include organ growth, 

natural computing in biocircuits, or vegetal houses. 
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